
Southern Sierra Nevada Fisher 
Conservation Strategy Public Meeting 1: 
Notes from meeting presentation and 
discussions 

Opening Comments (Barnie Gyant, U.S. Forest Service) 
• The Forest Service is taking on this challenge (developing a conservation strategy) because it’s the 

right thing to do 
• Goals of the Fisher Conservation Strategy Development 

o Emphasize collaboration amongst agencies and organizations in developing conservations 
strategy across landscape (all lands approach) 

o Inform spending our time and resources in a different way – being proactive – versus 
spending all our time in the courts.   

o Behave in a collaborative way to address new science and various value systems. 
• Example of how we need to move forward in new and different ways: 

o Rim Fire – all the habitat lost will take decades to recover. The ‘no action’ alternative is not 
working for us.   These kinds of fires remove habitat, affect communities, we need strategies 
to help us prevent and/or deal with these types of events. 

Introduction/Overview 
• Goals: Management actions that benefit the species on a short term, intermediate term, and long 

term basis – outlining the things we can do and management actions possible to benefit species 
• Team Structure: 

o Fisher Inter Agency Leadership Team  
o Core Support Team 
o Fisher Technical Team  
 Leading researchers on fishers in California (with focus on Southern Sierra Nevada), with 

forest and fire ecology representation 
 Core Team of scientists authoring the conservation assessment and strategy 
 Providing ongoing and continuous support to the decision support system and modeling 

going on for this effort 
 Role: compile, synthesize, and summarize latest information 

• Conservation Assessment 
 Make management recommendations based on this assessment and management needs  

• Conservation Strategy 
 Provide insight and input into overall decision tools 



• Decision Support System 
 Process: a lot of work by phone conferences, web conferences, and email; and a couple of in 

person meetings 
 Currently deep into document writing, compiling, editing 

• Additional Involved Parties: 
o There is also an extended group of experts that we pull in for focus on particular issues – (special 

topic advisors)  
 don’t need to be involved in the day-to-day process, but in particular areas to fill in gaps and 

add updates 
o Will also be pulling in other experts along the way 
o Then there will be peer review by folks not involved in the development of the products 
o Managers 
 Make sure that documents and info are developed to be useful in management decision 

making 
 Heard from managers at first tech team meeting to hear about management needs 

• Public Outreach 
o Tools: website, update emails, public meetings 
 Website: background documents, updates, web links for more information, charter, relevant 

info 
 Email list for regular updates 
 Public role: identify gaps, relevant questions or studies that should be considered 

• Can email: ssnfcs@gmail.com 
o FTT will then consider this information where it can add clarity or help move 

process forward 
o What’s next: 
 Regular status updates 
 Public meeting in fall of 2014 

Update on the Conservation Assessment 

Presentation 
• (See slides) 
• Goal:  Synthesizes the most recent science on fisher in the southern Sierra Nevada 

o Build on West Coast Fisher Conservation Assessment, without duplicating/repeating 
 Lots of new information being currently gathered about fisher in the southern Sierra Nevada 

• Study Area: Included in Assessment, based on watershed boundaries, proposed to include all the 
Stanislaus (includes existing distribution and areas for immediate expansion) 
o  

• Timeline: 
o Fisher Technical Team (FTT) is working on the draft now, adding updates based on manager 

needs;  
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o Next, draft will be sent out to the Special Topic Advisors for their input and review;  
o FTT will then decide how to incorporate the information suggested from the Special Topic 

Advisors 
o  FTT will finalize a draft and send out for peer review. 

Questions and Answers 
• Question from meeting participant: Can you explain the boundary of the assessment area (scale).  
• Wayne Spencer Response:  

o Northern boundary is just north of the SNEP boundary, but includes the entirety of the 
Stanislaus NF. Western boundary based on watershed sub-basins. 

o We wanted to be as inclusive as possible but not so broad that we were diluting it too much, 
thus the watershed approach.  

o We thought of going further north but determined that it should be more focused based on 
biological, geographically and administrative considerations.  

o Tech Team has worked through and approved this boundary, is currently under review by the 
FIALT.  

• Follow up Question: if you go another 100 miles north of the boundary, you’re in another population 
of fisher. How do you incorporate that info into this assessment?  

• Wayne Spencer Response: 
o Originally drafted boundary further north, but don’t want to make this to be a Sierra Wide or 

northern Sierra Nevada strategy. Feedback from tech team was that northern population should 
be handled separately.  

o Also the ecological setting is very different, so the modeling acts differently up there. Plus the 
genetic break between the northern and southern population.  

o This all means we also need a northern strategy eventually—if we do a good job here, maybe it 
will serve as a model for the northern one.   

• Follow up question: what about the gap this would leave between the southern and northern with 
possible fisher habitat? 

• Barnie Gyant Response: 
o Original plan was for the entire west coast strategy to be finished, and focus down from there, 

but the west coast strategy was never officially completed. So, we decided to move forward 
with California anyway.  

o We also wanted to link into the work of the Southern Sierra Nevada Working Group.  
o We opted to focus on southern piece to set the stage for how we do the northern CA piece.  

• Comment from meeting participant: What would be very useful would be if this assessment 
addressed fire effects of severity and behavior on fisher response. 

• Sarah Sawyer response:  
o This has also been requested by managers, we’re incorporating whatever data/information we 

can find, but as you know there just isn’t much data on that.  
• Question from meeting participant: What about area below Lake Isabella, why is included in the 

boundary when there are no known detections there?  



• Wayne Spencer Response:  
o That are is included in study area, not currently occupied area. 
o It is part of the original Grinnell range for fisher. Modeling shows some potential habitat in the 

Piutes. But decisions need to be made about whether conservation actions will be focused 
there.  

• Question from meeting participant: What about other reported sitings, not incorporated here? 
• Response from participant: 

o They’ve monitored the Stanislaus and Inyo over time, just no detections.  Fisher also show up 
north of Yosemite valley, but no breeding evident at this point.  

Update on the Conservation Strategy 

Presentation 
• Goal/objectives of conservation strategy (see slide) 
• Process/status of the conservation strategy (see slide) 
• Goals and Objectives have been identified, and discussion of risk factors and recommendations has 

begun 
• Once Assessment document is complete, technical team will focus on the Conservation Strategy, 

with a goal to complete an initial rough draft in April 2014 

Questions and Answers 
• Question from meeting participant: Have you identified a time period for the strategy? How is 

climate change for that period being addressed?  
• Sarah Sawyer response: 

o Technical Team settled on 15-20 years (fits in with forest plan revision process). Recognizing this 
is a living document, and a horizon of 15 years to update and incorporate new information or 
changing conditions.  

o Climate change is being incorporated as a risk factor in the assessment and strategy documents.  

Maps and Habitat Models  

Presentation 
• Landscape Scale Fisher Habitat Model (see slides) 

o  Map of abitat quality or predicting fisher presence  - range from high to low quality or 
probability of finding fisher there 

o Model in the southern Sierra Nevada does a very good job of lining up with actual fisher 
detections and non-detections (high model fit) 
 Variables that go into the best model make intuitive sense: intermediate minimum 

temperatures of coldest month; high proportion of dense forest (>60% canopy closure); high 
basal-area weighted canopy height; high tassel-cap greenness 



• Occupied and Unoccupied “Core” Habitat areas Map (see slides) 
o Threshold version of habitat map – identifying core areas 
o Southern Piute unoccupied core area clearly very divided from closest occupied core areas 
 So maybe this is not a priority for conservation activities – these are the things FTT will 

discuss 
• Individual Core Areas Map – 

o Identify continuous blocks of high quality fisher core habitat, useful for strategic planning 
 Occasional dispersal between cores (individuals co-mingle within each core) 

o May split southern occupied core, where Tucker genetic work indicates a genetic subdivision 
 Also perhaps administrative reasons to differentiate sub-cores within that southern core, as 

divides between NPS and NFS lands 
• Cores – both to support biological/ecological differences, but also to support management efforts 

o What makes most sense for management strategic efforts 
• Connectivity habitats Maps (see slides) 

o Different connectivity models line up and tell the same story of where the important 
connectivity points and pinch points are 

o We actually have telemetry data that some of these least cost paths are being used – animals 
seem to be using areas predicted for movement  

o One of these important connectivity areas falls within Aspen fire boundary – as Aspen fire was 
mixed severity fire, this should hopefully remain a good connectivity area, remains to be seen 
 Very different from important connectivity/pinch point in Rim fire – which seems to fall 

within a large swath of high severity fire 
o Topography of southern Sierra Nevada is very different from northern Sierra – plays a major role 

in connectivity areas 

Questions and Answers 
• Question from meeting participant: unoccupied habitat – can we assume there are no individuals 

there, or that we just don’t know if individuals are there? 
• Answer from Wayne Spencer:  

o all data points to no currently breeding population there right now, but for conservation 
strategy we want to take management actions in both occupied and ‘unoccupied’ – to promote 
expansion into those areas 

• Follow-up suggestions:  
o So perhaps don’t call it ‘unoccupied’ which has important regulatory implications for USFWS, 

call it something else – to indicate individuals COULD exist there  (something for FTT to discuss) 
o Also, avoid calling it ‘core’ habitat, which also has regulatory implications for USFWS 
o Stay away from certain terminology that gets into regulatory action, or better define it as such  

• Barnie Gyant Response: 
o Meaning of language used in conservation strategy is different for a species that is listed vs not 

listed 
o Need to be clear with the words we use and what they mean, and make sure they don’t create 

hurdles 



• Comment from meeting participant: I was on Aspen fire assessment looking at trends and affects, 
and it seems to have burned hotter in drainages with large, old trees in many places 

• Question from meeting participant: So what are the important variables in connectivity models? 
• Wayne Spencer Response: 

o vegetation structure (ranking CWHR categories) (based on resistance layers, developed by CBI 
and FTT) + terrain (very steep slopes; large bodies of water; etc) (based on Jody Tucker genetic 
resistance analyses) + roads 

o These models are pre- Rim and Aspen fires, and will be updated once we can use fire data to see 
how landscape has changed 

o Whole decision support system needs to be (and will be designed to be) updatable when events 
like this happen, to incorporate new information 
 Updateable, living set of interlocking maps, data, and tools 

• Comment from meeting participant: major diff between habitat connectivity and genetic 
connectivity – genetic connectivity only speaks to dispersal that relates in reproduction 
o Break in southern end of range – no super clear topographic or reason for this break 
 Break stronger for females than males 

o Very different connectivity resistance factors found for females and males 
o Maybe to work through resistence layers again, using sex differences in connectivity 

Decision Support System  

Presentation 
• Interconnected tools that can be used to implement strategy 
• Useful, scientifically defensible, efficient 
• Components (see slides): 

o Gateway: central location for maps and databases, that can be updated on real time basis to 
support system 
 FTT databasin working group exists already – only access for FTT & core team right now 

• Being populated with updated relevant information – use to develop strategy and tools 
• Integrate all data in one place and then link it to decision models 

o Decision-support models/logic models 
 Set of analytical tools to streamline analysis process 
 Objective and transparent 
 Once databasin gateway fully developed, then use that information to build logic models to 

help make management decisions 
• Logic Models: 

o Tree based, multiple factors combined to address a question 
o Logic operators: how different inputs are integrated to inform a value or decision; to give 

repeatable, transparent decision making process 
o Based on fuzzy logic: normalize diverse inputs on a continuum of trueness and falseness – so 

don’t need a yes/no answer 



 Can use response curves of predictor variables for habitat suitability to establish thresholds 
and put them into logic model 

o Use weighted averages to combine variables into higher and higher level variables until come to 
a final level that informs management at that site 

• Example logic model – desert renewable energy conservation plan (see slide) 
• Fisher straw-man example (specifics not important, just an example of what a model for fisher could 

look like) (see slide) 
• In January 28 FTT meeting, test drive first drive of some logical decision trees to help develop 

further 
• Many members of FTT have been wanting something like this for years – we’ve got the information, 

peer-reviewed studies that fit in here, but its been hard for managers to figure out how to 
incorporate this information, so the goal of these models is to help facilitate use of this info my 
managers 

Questions and Answers 
• Question from meeting participant: how do you deal with tradeoffs (eg of fire risk) 
• Wayne Spencer response: 

o This example strawman model was one of ‘fisher habitat value’ only, so the idea is that we build 
similar models for other factors, e.g. fire behavior/history, fuel conditions, WUI, etc, then we 
link all these models together, and look at overlap – where can we get most bang for the buck 

• Comment from meeting participant: maps of high quality habitat very important for management 
decision makers, complexity arises when you’re getting into fuzzy logic values of less tangible things 
(e.g. marijuana growing risk) – where values are more based on opinions than science 
o Challenge is then not to create a threshold specific value of what may or may not harm a fisher, 

then used to justify a project  
 Need to separate out the data points or fuzzy logic values that are based on more data, 

reliable data, and scientific values and thresholds, versus what may be more subjective 
judgments of risk factors 

• Wayne Spencer Response: 
o  Great points  - there will be lots of discussion about where we do and do not have good data, 

how this informs models, where we can further refine in the future 
o Also, we can put empty nodes into decision support trees for now, that we can then fill in as we 

get better data 
o Also, we can incorporate multiple scenarios to see how results would differ with different values 

of fuzzier information 
 If we have a different threshold, or a different prescription, how would that change the 

outcome? 
o These trees don’t make the decision for you, they INFORM the decision 

• Comment from Barnie Gyant – we used something similar called ‘netmap’. Yellow boxes had peer 
reviewed info that then started to feed into assumptions. So decision makers then can follow logic 
back down through tree to see how recommendations were arrived at 



o We hope that eventually we can incorporate other things beyond fisher into this model – eg add 
amphibians, etc to then make a more efficient, stream-lined process 

• Question from participant: what about tradeoffs? Eg if peer reviewed paper comes out saying 
bobcats like open habitat, will we then not do intensive thinning for fire management in areas 
because of that? 

• Wayne Spencer response: different factors can be weighted given assumptions about potential risk 
(this weighting will be informed by current data, understanding, and FTT) 

Closing Remarks 
• Thanks to everyone for sharing thoughts and questions – this has been very helpful 
• Next steps: will be updating website and sending out updates 
• Final public meeting to roll out final product fall of next year 
• Pass on to FTT our gratitude to them for getting us to this point and where we are going 
• This is important to us, as a collaboration to move forward on all of our goals 
• We want to make sure to expand on these models – we often don’t make use of all the information 

that collect, so find ways to make better use of this 
• Thanks to all for coming and safe travels 
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